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Twitter & Search
❖ Twitter is a prominent example of microblogging 

platforms!

❖ 270 million users post 500 million tweets per day!

❖ As of 2014, the number of queries submitted per day > 
2 billion!

❖ Twitter users desire “timely and novel” content!

❖ More likely to repeat the same query to monitor changes 
in the content in time



Why need to diversify?
❖ Top-k tweets are very similar, 

need to scroll down tens of 
tweets to get more info.!

❖ Diversification will improve 
not only user experience but 
also help applications that 
submit queries to Twitter API.!

❖ Diversification of tweet search 
results is overlooked except one 
study on duplicate tweet 
filtering.



In this study

❖ We address the problem of diversifying tweet search 
results. !

❖ We adopted algorithms from the web search results 
diversification and text summarisation literature.!

❖ We conducted a comprehensive set of experiments with !

❖ 7 different algorithms!

❖ different features of similarity & relevance



Problem Definition

❖ Given!

❖ A query Q!

❖ An initially ranked list of N tweets!

❖ Obtain a top-k ranking S ( k<N) where !

❖ S maximises both relevance and diversity among all 
possible size-k rankings
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Algorithms
Algorithm Domain

LexRank
Text Summarization

Biased LexRank

MMR

Web Search Results 
Diversification

Max-Sum

Max-Min

xQuad

Sy Duplicate Detection



Features for Relevance and Similarity

❖ Similarity of tweets T1 and T2 with weighted sum of:!

❖ Content Similarity!

❖ Hashtag Similarity ( with Jaccard function)!

❖ Normalized Time similarity!

❖ Relevance of a tweet T to a query Q:!

❖ Content Similarity



Content Similarity Score

❖ We computed content similarity scores with different functions:!

❖ Jaccard!

❖ Cosine!

❖ BM25!

❖ Ratio-H ( same as Ratio, hashtags are counted as words)  !

❖ “Ya Libnan: #Lebanon #credit #rating suffering”!

❖ “Ya Libnan Lebanon credit rating suffering”



Time similarity

❖ Map timestamps of all top-N tweets to range [0,1] by 
Min-Max Normalization!

!

!

❖ Time similarity =  1 - ( t(T1)-t(T2))!

❖ If two tweets are close in time, their time similarity score 
is higher

0 1

T2T1oldest tweet latest tweet



Lexrank

❖ A graph-based multi-
document summarisation 
algorithm.!

❖ Aims to select the most 
diverse set of tweets.!

❖ Ranks the sentences by 
performing a random walk 
on the graph
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document summarisation 
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Biased Lexrank
❖ An extended version of 

LexRank.!

❖ Differently from LexRank!

❖ Nodes are assigned scores 
which represent the tweet’s 
relevance to the query.!

!
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Methods from Web Search
❖ Greedy best first search methods!

❖ In each iteration !

❖ select the tweet T which maximises a scoring function f!

❖ remove T from top-N list!

❖ add T to the diversified list S!

❖ Scoring functions have the parameter      : trade-off 
between relevance and diversity.



MMR

❖  In each iteration, extends S by the tweet which maximises

S

similar

still similar (kind of)!

irrelevant

yes!

Slide adapted from Diversity and Novelty in Information Retrieval Tutorial, SIGIR 2013,

http://sigir2013.ie/tutorials.html


Max-Sum
❖ In each iteration extends S by the pair which maximises

Slide adapted from Diversity and Novelty in Information Retrieval Tutorial, SIGIR 2013,

S
top-N

http://sigir2013.ie/tutorials.html


Max-Min

❖ Initially selects the pair of tweets that maximises 

❖ Then, at each iteration, selects the tweet which 
maximises



xQuad

❖ An explicit diversification method differently from all 
the methods we applied.!

❖ xQuad assumes prior knowledge of sub-topics of the 
queries.!

❖ The scoring function f(q,t,S) is based on  a probability 
mixture model.!



xQuad

❖ Assume the query Q has 2 sub-topics A and B.

p(t|Q) p(t|A) p(t|B)

T1 0.8 0.9 0.5!

T2 0.75 0.1 0.7
T3 0.60 0.2 0.5!

p(A|Q) 0.3

p(B|Q) 0.7



Sy
❖ An algorithm which detects duplicates in tweet streams!

❖ Scans the list of initial retrieval results, top-N, in a top-down 
fashion. !

❖ For each tweet T , all the succeeding tweets that are near-
duplicates of ti  are removed.!

❖ Employs a large set of tweet features for computing tweet similarity!

❖ Levenshtein Distance between contents!

❖ overlap in terms/hashtags/urls!

❖ length difference



Experiments
❖ We compared 7 methods on the data set Tweets 2013 Corpus!

❖ Tweets 2013 Corpus is a data set for tweet search result 
diversification created and published by Tao et al. !

❖ The data set includes tweets from TREC 2013 Microblog Track 
corpus & query <-> sub-topic <->tweet annotations, additionally.!

❖ Comparison based on the diversification metrics !

❖ Alpha-NDCG!

❖ Precision-IA!

❖ ST-Recall.



Tweets 2013 Corpus
❖ The data set includes ids of top 10000 tweets obtained 

by Query Likelihood based retrieval run for each query!

❖ We applied diversification algorithms on top N=100 and 
top N=500 tweets for each query.!

❖ The data set includes 47 query topic & 9 sub-topics for 
each query!

❖ We removed topics that retrieve less than 3% of relevant 
tweets in top 100 and top 500.



Results with N=100



Results with N=500



Results with Sy features 

❖ Similarity scores computed using syntactic features 
from Sy and N = 100 



Vocabulary Gap

❖ Human judges seem to  
use more general 
expressions which 
reduces overlap 
between sub-topic 
terms and the tweet 
terms.



Conclusion

❖ Observations from empirical analysis of diversification 
methods on tweet search!

❖ The implicit diversification methods outperform the 
popular explicit method xQuAD due to the 
vocabulary gap between query sub-topics and tweets.!

❖  There is no clear winner among the implicit methods



Future Work

❖ To incorporate additional features for similarity and 
relevance.!

❖ Investigate performance of explicit diversification 
methods with better subtopic descriptions!

❖ Explore how sub-topic descriptions can be 
automatically extracted using the clues available in 
microblogging platforms.



Thank you for your attention!!


